
WEEK 10
The Meaning of the Cold War





Who invented the term “Cold War”?
• Answer: I’m not sure

Possible coiners (left to right): George 
Orwell, Bernard Baruch, Walter Lippmann







Portuguese troops during the 
Angolan war for 

independence, 1975



Above: 1978: Rhodesia’s 
Ian Smith announcing a 
power sharing agreement 
with black led government; 
Right: scenes from the 
Soweto Uprising of 1976



Top: P.W. Botha declares state of 
emergency in South Africa in 1985 
following outrage over new Apartheid 
constitution, but activists around the 
world (top left) force Chase Manhattan 
bank to freeze credit to the country.



As internal chaos and 
economic sanctions drained 
South Africa’s resources, F.W. 
de Clerk and the African 
National Congress’ Nelson 
Mandela gradually built the 
coalitions necessary to reach 
a new interim constitution in 
1993.



1994:South 
Africa conducts 
the first 
general 
election after 
Apartheid



Thomas Friedman and Francis 
Fukuyama argued that globalization 
has made the world a more 
democratic and less hierarchical 
place. 





Article  6451: 

It is illegal to display: 
“in public in uniform, insignia or emblem 
reminiscent of uniforms, badges or 
emblems which were either worn or 
displayed by members of an organization 
declared criminal under Article 9 of the 
Statute of the International Military Tribunal 
annexed to the agreement London, 8 
August 1945, or by a person convicted by 
a French or international court of a crime or 
crimes against humanity.”



“Governments of the Industrial World, 
you weary giants of flesh and steel, I 

come from Cyberspace, the new 
home of Mind. On behalf of the future, 

I ask you of the past to leave us 
alone. You are not welcome among 
us. You have no sovereignty where 

we gather.”
- John Perry Barlow



France “wants to impose a 
judgment in an area over 
which it has no control.” – Jerry 
Yang, CEO of Yahoo!



Judge Gomez: every day after February 1, 2001 
that Yahoo! Keeps selling Nazi memorabilia it 
must pay France 10k Francs. 



China’s Public Pledge on Self-
Discipline for the Chinese Internet 

Industry: 

5. If the Internet service provider 
discovers information which is 
inconsistent with the law on its 

website, it will remove it.

Article 10. We Internet access service 
providers pledge to inspect and monitor 

information on domestic and foreign 
websites when it provides access to 

those sites and refuse access to those 
websites that disseminate harmful 

information.





Above: Afghan 
rebel deploys US 
Stinger missile in 
struggle against 
USSR (1988); 
left: a scene from 
Iraq 2003











Nehru and John Foster Dulles; Nehru and Nikita Khruschev



Above: Nehru with China’s 
Zhou Enlai at Bandung, but 
the Hungarian revolt (right) 

tested his commitment to 
“non-alignment.”



The Sino-Indian War pitted post-
Colonial allies China and India against 
each other; below: Nehru with troops.












